RHINO

1. COLOURED SIDE UP
   - Fold corners to centre

2. UNFOLD TWO FLAPS
   - Fold flaps out (like stretched bird base)

3.

4.
   - Turn over

5. FOLD HALF A PRELIMINARY BASE

6. PETAL FOLD

7.

8. FOLD LAYERS TO OUTER EDGES

9. FOLD IN HALF
10) Reverse Fold

11) Slide out & remove so that line A to B lies along part of C to D. This needs a bit of reshaping. Repeat behind.

12) Reverse Fold to shape back legs. Repeat behind.

13) Reverse fold upwards.

14) Shape legs. Note the division of angle is about 1:2.

15) Crimp

16) Shape tail

17) Like so

18)
RHINO

19. Forming the head.
   Reverse fold

21. Reverse fold inner layer to form smaller horn

22. Form main horn

23. i) Crimp to form horn
    ii) Shape ears

24. i) Crimp to form neck
    ii) Valley & mountain fold to form front legs
    iii) Form back legs
    iv) Gently sink back

25. Finished rhino